Aeroelastically tailored composite rotor blades offer significant potential for improved stability, reduced vibration, simplified hub design, and improved handling qualities of rotorcraft. Development of new analytical tools to predict the complex dynamic behavior of these rotor systems is essential to the integration of tailored blade technology into next generation rotorcraft systems. The focus of the present work has been: (1) Advancements in analysis methods for open section composite beams, subject to warping restraint effects, (2) Advancement in cross-sectional modeling of thick-walled composite blade sections, (3) Development and application of an aeroelastic analysis for investigation of composite elastic tailoring for stall alleviation and vibration reduction.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

Aeroelastically tailored composite rotor blades offer significant potential for improved stability, reduced vibration, simplified hub design, and improved handling qualities of rotorcraft. Development of new analytical tools to predict the complex dynamic behavior of these rotor systems is essential to the integration of tailored blade technology into next generation rotorcraft systems. The focus of the present work has been: (1) Advancements in analysis methods for open section composite beams, subject to warping restraint effects, (2) Advancement in cross-sectional modeling of thick-walled composite blade sections, (3) Development and application of an aeroelastic analysis for investigation of composite elastic tailoring for stall alleviation and vibration reduction.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS and RESULTS

New structural models for elastically tailored composite rotors have been developed and validated. For open-section composite beams (bearingless rotor flexbeams), new finite elements have been formulated to accurately capture out-of-plane warping restraint effect. This phenomenon can dominate the torsional response and control loads of bearingless rotors and current aeroelastic finite elements lack the ability to capture this effect. The new beam element includes both elastic twist, $\phi_z$, and elastic twist rate, $\dot{\phi}_z$, as degrees of freedom. Classical kinematic boundary conditions for restrained torsional warping can be imposed using this modified beam element and excellent correlation with detailed shell element solutions has been demonstrated. It was shown that the new model could accurately predict torsion response for uncoupled and coupled cases. In addition, it is capable of predicting bending due to torque loading and torque due to bending loading in bending-torsion coupled beams. It was also shown that the new element could model arbitrary boundary conditions, taper, and a distributed spanwise loading with great accuracy. The new element contains only one more degree of freedom over a standard St. Venant torsion representation. Implementation of the new element is also straightforward. Therefore the goals of a computationally simple yet accurate torsion model have been met. An AIAA SDM Conference Proceedings Paper and an AIAA Journal paper have been published describing this aspect of the research in detail.

A refined composite beam theory for thick-walled composite blades has also been formulated and validated. This method builds on the Vlasov-type cross section approach and includes corrections for both nonuniform shear flow (associated with torsion of thick-walled beams) and finite transverse shear stresses acting through the thickness of the blade spar (based on the Reddy theory for thick laminates). Results of the analysis were validated against detailed finite element solutions calculated using three-dimensional solid elements. An advantage of the refined theory is that it gives results of comparable accuracy to that of 3-D FEM in a fraction of the time. Results indicated that the shear flow correction played an important role in all torsion-related stiffness coefficients. The transverse shear within the laminate walls only contributed to transverse-shear related beam stiffness terms. Baseline Vlasov tends to breakdown for thickness ratios of approximately 15% due to shear strain effects. Transverse shear effects on bending stiffness can be noticed for ply angles in the 15-45 deg range and for thickness ratios greater than 20%. In general, the shear strain correction has a larger effect (on the order of 20-30% error compared to baseline Vlasov-theory for thick-walled beams) than higher order transverse shear theory (on the order of 8-10% differences with baseline theory). Two AIAA SDM Conference Proceedings Papers have been published describing this aspect of the research in detail.
The refined composite beam finite element model has also been implemented into a free vibration analysis for composite beams. The new analysis is computationally efficient and directly captures the spanwise warping restraint effect by including appropriate beam torsion degrees of freedom. This element was validated against previously published experimental data and detailed finite element solutions for rotating composite I-beams with various elastic couplings.

Formulation of a composite blade aeroelastic analyses, including blade stall models and the new torsional finite element, was also completed. This analysis uses the new torsion finite element model described above for open section flexures and the new thick-walled, multi-cell Vlasov analysis for cross-section properties of the blade sections. A coupled trim procedure is implemented to capture changes in steady hub loads due to elastic deformations and separated flow on the blade. Related results addressing aeroelastic tailoring potential for stall alleviation and vibration reduction are forthcoming in Spring 1998.
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

The primary technology transfer has been with Dr. Mark Nixon with the US Army at NASA Langley Research Center. Numerous technical discussions and progress briefings were conducted throughout the grant period. There has also been interaction with technical personnel at Advanced Technologies Incorporated (Mr. Peter Dixon) in Newport News, VA. Additional technical discussion related to future directions of this project was also conducted with Mr. Bob Hansford at Westland Helicopters and Dr. Joy Sen and Dr. Frederick Straub at McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Systems (now Boeing Mesa). Presentations on the composite blade modeling research were also delivered at the ARO Beamology Workshop and at the ARO Aeroelasticity Workshop.